Introducing Refinitiv Digest, a customized digest of the most relevant news, research, data and information from across Eikon.

With exclusive access to Reuters, the world’s leading provider of news and financial insight, as well as over 10,000 additional pertinent sources, your Refinitiv Digest covers the markets, companies and regions that matter most to you in a concise and easily digestible format, available in real time within Eikon and as a snapshot via email at scheduled times of your choosing.

Leveraging a unique combination of artificial intelligence and editorial curation, Refinitiv Digest distills the most important news into a single view that amplifies the signal, not the noise, to inform your decisions and enable your actions.

Sample of Refinitiv Digest in email format

Content in your Refinitiv Digest is fully customized based on factors such as region, industry and portfolio.

Quick links provide easy access to the full story on Eikon desktop, Web or mobile.

Your Refinitiv Digest content is available within the Top News app in Eikon. If you have multiple digests set up, a drop-down menu will appear where you will be able to toggle between them.
**Setting up your Refinitiv Digest**

Setting up your personal Refinitiv Digest only takes a few moments and is easily managed via the Top News app in Eikon, to get to Digest, either open the top news app or search for Digest. You can create as many customized digests as you wish. We have listened to customer feedback to ensure Refinitiv Digest is as simple and easy to use as possible.

1. Click the Refinitiv Digest tab and select ‘Create new Refinitiv Digest’.

   ![Create new Refinitiv Digest](image)

   **CREATE YOUR REFINITIV DIGEST**

   Create your own personalized briefing of news and reports, curated by Refinitiv’s AI.

   1. Add content
   2. Settings
   3. Once you have set your delivery and display options, click ‘Save & Review’ to create your digest.

2. Select your content: choose from top news, market reports and portfolio/list based news and activity.

   ![Select content](image)

3. Once you have set your delivery and display options, click ‘Save & Review’ to create your digest.

   ![Delivery and display options](image)

Any news and research language filters applied through the main Eikon Settings will also apply to content in your Refinitiv Digest, provided these are set before creating the digest.

**Manage your existing Refinitiv Digest subscriptions**

For users who may already be familiar with Refinitiv Digest in Alerts Manager, we have added a banner at the top of the page indicating that Digest location has changed and the link on the left for Refinitiv Digest will take users to the new subscription UI in Top News.
Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides leading data and insights, trading platforms and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.

Visit refinitiv.com